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SERVICES for possible practical solution concerning the green transition.   

Look at the EU’s measures as a gift, not as a mountain that can be difficult to break down. 

“I am a practitioner. I absorb knowledge by working with materials and processes, and in 

collaboration with people having different skills than mine. Development takes place in that field. 

Practitioners develop the future, afterwards it becomes academic” Marie-Louise Rosholm / MLR 

 
My knowledge about fibres and materials as well as know-how about the production of textiles 
– woven, non-woven, knit and warp knit, print and embroidery is practical and empirical. In 
addition, I have a long experience in collaboration with textile technicians/engineers and 
designers within interior and fashion. A knowledge of how this world works and how to make 
everyone satisfied with both the process and the result – despite change 

You can easily become blind at home. A 360o vision of your company could include: 
• Analysis of the company’s situation – as a whole or selected areas. 
• Ideas or idea catalogue for what you can do and the achieved effect 
• Down-to-earth guidance and sparring for implementation 

I provide fresh eyes and broad experience from sustainable context, knowledge, industry, trend 
research as well as design method plus good portion of common sense!  With these tools, I can 
analyse where it is obvious for you to start the green transition. After having selected the 
needed measures, impact and costs are carefully assessed. 
 
A simple grip, as an introduction to the journey: 
I provide a clear overview of what it takes to think and act sustainably. If you want we can 
implement this knowledge in your own design- and developing process together, we can go 
through the processes, from a hands-on aspect of course. 
 
How will this affect our product or services?  
Together we go through your products – a few of them or them all – discussing how they can 
be improved to meet a sustainable EU request and the vision you want to show to your 
customers and the world. We will also address the cost aspect of the new sustainable products. 
If you need it, I’ll be happy helping you through the work of the first or more items. 
 
Workshop and dialogue: 
A general dialogue about what a change could be for you. When you have digested the first 
information load, we meet again for questions and dialogue about how you approach the green 
transition.  
 
The above services are just ideas of what could be a service. The services are always tailored to 
your needs – you want to start small, we start small. 
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